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The engagement ring reflects the bond of love and dreams between two people who love each other. Some purchases in life can be intimidating, such as shopping for an engagement ring.  Buying an engagement ring is an emotional task and gives you a lot of stress. There is an abundance of designs to choose from along with the style, cuts, bands, gemstone options, and cushions.




All these factors make it a difficult task to shop for a simple diamond ring. Shopping for a ring can be even tougher if it is your first time to shop for any luxurious jewelry.




Many ways have been discovered to help you in the process of planning and buying a perfect engagement ring for your partner. Here are some ways through which you will be able to purchase the most suitable ring for your mate, to hear a screaming YES from her side. What are the ways to plan and shop the perfect ring?




	Don’t wait to shop for it until the last second





It is essential to understand that buying an engagement ring is not something that completes in a hurry. If you want to have a custom-made ring, then it can take up to 6 weeks to design. Many jewelry stores are available online, and these stores allow you to try up to three pieces at home for 15 days. You can easily make your final decision within that span.




Also, you must learn basics before getting into something like purchasing a ring, as it can help to buy the best quality piece for your partner. Give yourself plenty of time when you are planning to buy an engagement ring.







	Know what your partner wants





It is a critical question of how to learn what your partner wants? Without even letting them know that you are about to propose them.




Social media can prove to be your best friend in this process. You must start paying attention to your choices, and if it is possible, then you must go through her Pinterest or Instagram saves to get the idea.




Another best way is to seek guidance from her close friends and family. It will significantly help you to narrow down a few options.




However, you should pay attention that the engagement ring must be the reflection of the nature and style of your partner.




	Remember the Five C’s





Buying diamonds is an expensive affair that you do before your wedding. Before you invest in diamonds, you must learn about each five C’s, which you must never compromise in.




The five C’s are Clarity, Cut, Color, Carat, and Certificate; these are the most important factors to keep in mind when you are thinking to shop for a piece of diamond jewelry.




	Clarity: The minimum you should look for VVS (very slight imperfection), the stone which has minimum flaws.
	Cut: The brilliance of the stone, the diamond that sparkles, has the right cut.
	Color: The color of the diamond must be near colorless.
	Carat: It is the unit of the weight of the diamond in the piece of jewelry.
	Certificate: It is the most crucial factor to keep in mind while purchasing the ring.





Winding-up




After understanding all the above key factors, you are now ready to go on this daunting trip of buying a perfect engagement ring for your partner. Make sure to surprise your future fiance in the best possible way and with the unique ring to ensure that she or he says, ‘YES.’
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